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Product category 
HW58-60: Table
HW61 & HW62: Counter table 
HW63 & HW64: Bar table

Production Process 
The frame is made from extruded aluminum which  
is either powder coated or polished. The table top is 
made from MDF covered with veneer, linoleum or 
laminate.

Environment
Indoor

Materials
Steel and aluminium base, MDF table top with fenix 
nano laminate, forbo linoleum or wood veneer with 
matching colour high gloss edge bands for laminate  
& linoleum and matching edge bands for wood veneer.

Colours
In stock: 
Black Fenix Nano Laminate (0720)
Off-white Fenix Nano Laminate (0029) 

Made to order: 
Linoleum - all colours 
Nano Laminate - all colours 
Veneer - Oak or walnut 

Dimensions (cm/in)
HW58-60 (Table): 
W:  140cm / 56in(HW58),  

190cm / 76in (HW59),   
250cm / 100in (HW60) 

D:  80cm / 32.0in(HW58 & 59),  
100cm / 40in (HW60)

H: 74cm / 29.6in

HW61 & HW62 (Counter table): 
W:  190cm / 76in
D:  50cm / 20in(HW61), 80cm / 32in(HW62),   
H:  95cm / 38in

HW63 & HW64 (Bar table): 
W:  190cm / 76in
D:  50cm / 20in(HW63), 80cm / 32in(HW64),   
H:  105cm / 42in(HW63 & 64)

Design year
2021
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Introducing Drip, a highly versatile table ideal for an office space  
or restaurant interior.

Hee Welling’s designs are distinguished by the consideration paid to the purpose 
they serve. This thoughtfulness has been applied to Drip, a durable dining and  
high table that has been designed specifically with the contract market in mind.

Knowing that contract clientele require their pieces to be flexible, Welling devised 
a table system that would adapt to different uses. Drip comes as a knock-down 
that can be easily assembled within a few minutes. Once constructed, the table’s 
recycled aluminium structure allows for a long, slender profile that can be easily 
placed end-to-end with additional tables as needed. Such versatility extends to 
Drip’s function: it works equally well as a meeting table in an office environment as  
it does in a restaurant interior. Cable management is offered as an add-on solution. 

Drip’s resolutely minimalist appearance reflects Welling’s design philosophy. Like 
all of his work, Drip was created with optimal sustainability in mind. The result is 
a visually clean piece, made from as few materials as possible, to ensure minimal 
environmental impact. Only the high-gloss edge band could be considered a super-
fluous detail – although, as Welling notes, its shine provides a light visual effect.

“When you decorate an office or restaurant, it’s going to become messy,” says 
Welling. “With that in mind, this table system is made to be as simple as possible 
so that it can blend in anywhere and provide calm to its surroundings.” 

Drip’s base comes in three options: black, bronzed, and a polished aluminium offered 
only for the dining table. Its table top is available in Fenix laminate, linoleum, and an 
oak or walnut veneer. Drip is available as a dining table with a height of 74cm, or as a 
high table that stands at either 95cm or 105cm. Both dining and high table come in 
several sizes. 

HW58-60

&Tradition is a Danish design company established in 2010 with the founding principle being 
tradition tied to innovation. Our unique portfolio of furniture and lighting spans from the 1920s 

to the present day and includes designs by internationally renowned designers.



Raised in the Danish countryside, Welling’s lifelong appreciation for the outdoors 
can be seen in his fondness for natural materials. This translates to all aspects of his 
creations, resulting in a simple and honest minimalism that brings a striking visual 
identity to his pieces.  In addition to being exhibited at fairs and museums worldwide, 
his products can be found in a diverse array of interiors, from the Oslo Opera House 
to Australia’s parliament.
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